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Introduction The Problem Equivalence Tests Examples

Quality of Research Designs

! How do we judge the quality of a causal research design?
! Without researcher conducted randomization, we can never
prove our design is unconfounded

! But our identification strategies often have observable
implications

! And we can use these to marshal evidence for the strength of
our design
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Tests of Design

! Most causal designs have observable implications about
exchangeability between groups

! “As-if” random: balance on observables
! Matching: balance on observables

! Other causal designs have similar observable implications
! RDD: continuity
! DiD/Synth: Same pre-treatment trend

! Can check if this is empirically true
! Balance Tests
! Placebo Tests
! Falsification Tests
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Tests of Design
Matching
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Tests of Design
Matching
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Tests of Design
Difference-in-Differences
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Tests of Design
Synthetic Matching
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Tests of Design

Regression Discontinuity Design
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Other Uses

! Placebo outcomes
! Falsification Tests
! Negligible effects
! Randomization test in experiments

! Re-randomization in experiments
! Exact tests for placebo/negligible effects
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Statistical Problem

Emerging Norm: Only if the empirical implications scholar’s causal
identification assumptions are borne out in data can the causal
effect estimates be treated as causal

! Tests of design should be structured so that the burden of
proof lies with researchers to positively demonstrate that the
data is consistent with the identification assumptions.

! Current practice: use statistical tests with the null hypothesis of
no differences, consider equivalent if fail to reject.

! Thus incorrectly equating “a non-significant difference with
significant homogeneity” (Wellek 2010)

! Proposed Solution: One should begin with the initial
hypothesis that the data is inconsistent with a valid research
design and only reject this null given sufficient evidence.
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Outline

! Current Practice
! Proposed Solution: Equivalence Tests
! Conducting Equivalence Tests
! Examples
! Relationship to Negligible Effects
! Conclusion
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Framing the Problem

! We can never directly test unconfoundedness
! But if we see violations of the observable implications:

... then the unconfoundedness assumption will be viewed
as less plausible than in cases [...] supported by the data.
How much the results of these analyses change our
assessment of the unconfoundedness assumption depends
on specific aspects of the substantive application at hand,
in particular on the richness of the set of pre-treatment
variables, their number and type.” Imbens and Rubin (2015,
Chapter 21)
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Framing the Statistical Problem

Since we cannot directly test unconfoundedness, we argue that
statistical tests should be set up as:

H0 :The data are inconsistent with the observable implications
of an unconfounded research design

versus
HA :The data are consistent with the observable implications

of an unconfounded research design

! We encode statistical skepticism
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Current Practice

The most common balance test we currently see in practice:
H0 :θT = θC

versus
HA :θT ̸= θC

and argue evidence of equivalence if test fails to reject at some
level.

! Temptation to conflate low power with equivalence
! Or not argue for equivalence in high power situations
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Current Practice394 Devin Caughey and Jasjeet S. Sekhon

Fig. 2 Covariate balance between treated (Democratic win: n = 43) and control (Democratic loss: n = 42) in a
0.5% window. The first three variables listed are posttreatment outcome variables. The p values for dichotomous
variables (circles) are from Fisher’s exact test. Exact Wilcoxon rank sum tests were used for continuous and
ordinal variables (diamonds). All p values are two-sided. Calculations are based on all cases with non-missing values
for the variable.

Both the incumbent party candidate and the candidate who ultimately wins the election—who are usu-
ally the same person—generally enjoy a substantial financial advantage over their opponent. Even in CQ
tossup races decided by less than 0.5%, two-thirds of winning candidates in such races spent more money
than their opponent did. The same pattern holds if we examine all tossup races (regardless of the elec-
tion outcome) or all races in the 0.5% window (regardless of how CQ classified them). In sum, financial
resources are not equal in close elections, and the candidate with more money usually ends up winning.
In addition to their advantages in terms of material resources, the winners of close elections also tend to

have more political experience than the candidates they defeat. In almost 80% of close races, one candidate
had a substantial advantage in terms of previous political experience.13 The more experienced candidate

13We code a candidate as having a substantial experience advantage if the candidate (a) is the incumbent representative and her
opponent is not a former member of Congress or (b) has held another elected office but her opponent has not. In 10% of close
elections, both candidates had previously served in Congress.
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Caughey, Devin, and Jasjeet S. Sekhon. 2011. “Elections and the Regression Discontinuity Design: Lessons from Close U.S.
House Races, 1942–2008.” Political Analysis 19 (4): 385–408.
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The Problem with Current Practice

Every experiment may be said to exist only in order to give
the facts a chance of disproving the null hypothesis.
Ronald Fisher (1935)

In social science (and I think in psychology as well), the
null hypothesis is almost certainly false, false, false, and
you don’t need a p-value to tell you this. The p-value tells
you the extent to which a certain aspect of your data are
consistent with the null hypothesis. A lack of rejection
doesn’t tell you that the null hypothesis is likely true;
rather, it tells you that you don’t have enough data to
reject the null hypothesis.
Andrew Gelman (2010)
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The Problem with Current Practice

Every experiment may be said to exist only in order to give
the facts a chance of disproving the null hypothesis.
Ronald Fisher (1935)
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you don’t need a p-value to tell you this. The p-value tells
you the extent to which a certain aspect of your data are
consistent with the null hypothesis. A lack of rejection
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reject the null hypothesis.
Andrew Gelman (2010)
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Equivalence Tests

Solution: Flip the hypotheses:
H0 :θT − θC ≤ εL or θT − θC ≥ εU

versus
HA :εL < θT − θC < εU
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Tests of Difference vs. Equivalence Tests

H0 : μT−μC
σ = 0 versus HA :

μT−μC
σ ̸= 0

Type I Error
Test has α probability of
declaring the two means
different when they are, in
fact, the same.
Problem: Controlling for
the incorrect type of error
if we’re trying to provide
evidence in favor of
equivalence.

Difference in Means Test

diff

Fail to
Reject H0

of no difference
Reject H0

of no difference
Reject H0

of no difference

α 2α 2
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Tests of Difference vs. Equivalence Tests

H0 :
μT−μC

σ ≥ εU or μT−μC
σ ≤ εL versus HA :εL < μT−μC

σ < εU

Type I Error
Test has α probability of
declaring the two means
equivalent when they are,
in fact, the different.
Solution: Now control for
the correct type of false
positive.

Equivalence Test

diff

Reject H0
of a

difference

Fail to
Reject H0

of a difference

Fail to
Reject H0

of a difference
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Equivalence in the Literature

! Long tradition in Biostatistics (Berger and Hsu, 1996; Wellek 2010)
! Generic Drug Equivalence

! Recent adoption in Political Science
! Negligible effects (Rainey, 2014)
! Substantive Significance (Gross, 2014; Esarey and Danneman,
2015)

Negligible Effects and Substantive Significance 90% CI vs Equivalence
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The Temptation of Current Practice
There is a temptation to conflate low power with evidence of
equivalence.
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The Temptation of Current Practice
There is a temptation to conflate low power with evidence of
equivalence.
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Mechanics of an Equivalence Test

Step 1. Define the equivalence range
Step 2. Pick an appropriate test
Step 3. Conduct test, obtain p-value
Step 4. Look at minimum credible equivalence range value

! A note on power of the test
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Mechanics of an Equivalence Test

Step 1. Define the equivalence range
Step 2. Pick an appropriate test
Step 3. Conduct test, obtain p-value
Step 4. Look at minimum credible equivalence range value

! A note on power of the test
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Defining Equivalence

What tolerance do we set for “equivalence”?
! Best Option: Substantively defined differences
! Sensitivity Option: One standardized mean difference on the
outcome of interest

! Defaults:
! Strict: 0.2σ, Lenient: 0.36σ

! Range can, in some sense, signify the strength of confidence a
researcher has in their claims Gross (2014)

! Impacts the power of the test

90% CI vs Equivalence
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Mechanics of an Equivalence Test

Step 1. Define the equivalence range
Step 2. Pick an appropriate test
Step 3. Conduct test, obtain p-value
Step 4. Look at minimum credible equivalence range value

! A note on power of the test
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Two-One-Sided Test (TOST) and Intersection Union Tests
The IUT:

H0 :θ ∈ ∪k
i=1Θi versus HA :θ ∈ ∩k

i=1Θc
i

The TOST:
Uses: Tests for mean differences–matching, synthetic matching,
negligible effects

Hypotheses:
H0 : μT−μC

σ ≥ εU or μT−μC
σ ≤ εL

versus
HA :εL < μT−μC

σ < εU

Test Statistic: two t-stats corresponding to each null component

Rejection rule: reject the null if both tests reject at one-sided α-level
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Two-One-Sided Test (TOST) and Intersection Union Tests

Equivalence Test

Reject H0
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Two-One-Sided Test (TOST) and Intersection Union Tests

Equivalence Test

Fail to Reject H0
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T-test for Equivalence

Uses: Tests for mean differences–matching, DiD, negligible effects

Hypotheses:
H0 : μT−μC

σ ≥ εU or μT−μC
σ ≤ εL

versus
HA :εL < μT−μC

σ < εU

Test Statistic: T =
√

mn(N−2)/N(XT−XC)!!m
i=1(XTi−XT)2+

!n
j=1(XCj−XC)2

"2

Rejection rule: reject the null if |T| < Cα;m,n(ε)
Cα;m,n(ε) = {F−1(α;1,N− 2, λ2nc = mnε2/N)} 1

2
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T-test for Equivalence

Equivalence T−Test

abs(t)

α
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Alternative Tests

Table: A summary of commonly used versions of equivalence tests.

Test Name Type of Data

Equivalence t Asympt. Normal sample mean
Two-One Sided (TOST) t Asympt. Normal sample mean
TOST Ratio t Asympt. Normal sample mean
Exact Fisher Binomial Binary
Mann-Whitney Any Continuous Distribution
Permutation Versions Any Distribution
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Permutation Tests for Equivalence

! Concern: balance is a characteristic of the sample and
shouldn’t reference a hypothetical super-population

! Use randomization inference as justified by the identification
assumptions

! Use the intersection-union principle to conduct two one sided
tests using chosen test statistic and equivalence range

! Pros:
! Allow for changes in distribution
! Exact, assuming a valid design

Permutation Equivalence Tests
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Mechanics of an Equivalence Test

Step 1. Define the equivalence range
Step 2. Pick an appropriate test
Step 3. Conduct test, obtain p-value
Step 4. Look at minimum credible equivalence range value

! A note on power of the test
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Equivalence P-values and Multiple Testing Corrections

p-value now correctly controls for the type 1 error consistent with
our desired null and alternative hypotheses.

! falsely rejecting the null of a difference

Can now conduct multiple testing corrections for batteries of tests:
! Family-wise Error Rate (FWER): Probability of at least one type
of Type 1 error

! False Discovery Rate (FDR): Expected proportion of Type 1
errors among the rejected hypotheses

! Important for univariate tests
! And when a placebo outcome or negligible effect is of interest
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Mechanics of an Equivalence Test

Step 1. Define the equivalence range
Step 2. Pick an appropriate test
Step 3. Conduct test, obtain p-value
Step 4. Look at minimum credible equivalence range value

! A note on power of the test
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The Minimum Credible Equivalence Range

! Akin to a confidence interval
! Specifies the smallest equivalence range supported by the
observed data given α

! Invariant to hypothesized equivalence range
! Provides a transparent number that researchers and the
community can debate

εL εU
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Mechanics of an Equivalence Test

Step 1. Define the equivalence range
Step 2. Pick an appropriate test
Step 3. Conduct test, obtain p-value
Step 4. Look at minimum credible equivalence range value

! A note on power of the test
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Power for Equivalence T-tests
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Brady and McNulty (2013)

! Exploit a natural experiment in which the polling places of
millions of voters in Los Angeles were moved

! Study the impact the physical cost of distance to polling place
on turnout

! Use a matching algorithm to match voters on a few important
covariates to control for small imbalances noticed within the
natural experiment

! Report balance statistics on variables not used in the matching
algorithm as well as the mean differences at the precinct level
“For the rest of the results, it does not make a great deal of
sense to present t-statistics because the large sample
ensures that most of these differences are statistically
significant. Rather, we focus on their size”
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Brady and McNulty (2013)

! Observed difference in prior distance to polling place is 0.024
miles (42 yards)

! Equivalence interval:
! Sensitivity approach: std. effect on in-person polling place
turnout

! ε of ± 1.5 standard deviations (about 0.037 miles or 65 yards)
! Could construct an interval on substantive grounds–is 100
yards inconsequential?

! p ≈ 0, so reject the null of a consequential difference
! Credible Equivalence Range (α = 0.05): 0.028 miles (49 yards)
! Whether or not 0.028 miles is of concern, worthy of further
adjustment, such as through regression, should be debated by
subject area experts.
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Dunning and Nilekani (2013)

! Natural experiment to evaluate the effect of ethnic quotas on
redistribution

! Leveraging an ordered list used to determine villages in which
council presidencies were reserved for scheduled castes with
an as-if random cutoff between elections for assigning quotas

! The authors present balance statistics for univariate tests,
! p-values are generally high
! Somewhat inconclusive for two variables in particular

! “Number of households” (p = 0.09)
! “Mean female nonworkers” (p = 0.12).
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Dunning and Nilekani (2013)
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Dunning and Nilekani (2013)

! Advantage of credible equivalence ranges: rather than
debating whether 0.36σ or 0.43σ (std. effect) is correct

! We can ask is ± 210 households, or ± 433 female nonworkers
in a village a substantively inconsequential difference in this
data.

! We also see that the p-values can now be adjusted to account
for the large number of tests
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Conclusion

! Without researcher conducted randomization, we can never
prove unconfoundedness

! Tests of design should be should be structured so that the
responsibility lies with researchers to positively demonstrate
that the data is consistent with their identification assumptions
or theory

! Encourage researchers to begin with the assumption that the
design is flawed, and this conclusion is only reversed if the data
allows it.

! Our null should be one of non-equivalence
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Conclusion

! Equivalence tests are not susceptible to small sample size
problems–minimizing the temptation to conflate low power
with evidence of equivalence

! By requiring the researcher to specify an equivalence range ex
ante, equivalence tests encourage a substantive discussion
about imbalances that are small enough to be tolerated versus
those that are not.

! Advantages
! Minimum credible equivalence range – provides an objective
value for debate

! Multiple testing corrections
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Future Work

! Release accompanying R package
! Suite of individual equivalence tests
! Omnibus tests and multi-dimensional tests
! Causal design specific tests–continuity (RDD), weighted
distributional equivalence (synth), etc.

! Functions that take in common causal designs and return
equivalence tests
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Thank You!
www.erinhartman.com

Paper can be found here:
http://www.erinhartman.com/?p=73

http://www.erinhartman.com/?p=73
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